Research by Design can be defined as “a type of academic investigation through which design is explored as a method of inquiry”\(^1\). This type of research is important in design disciplines such as architecture, landscape architecture and urban design because it expands the methodological tools to explore research questions that empirical research cannot tackle and has the potential to contribute to theory and practice in those fields. Research by Design is also of critical importance in the context of education as it can contribute to develop critical skills for practice and advance research-based education. In fact, teachers and students in many universities are experimenting and developing innovative approaches, teaching practices and methodologies for this type of research. However, there is limited work, particularly in Urban Design, on what this type of research is, which methodologies can be used, and how it can be judged as academic research undermining a more robust development of the field. This paper aims to contribute to this debate by critically reviewing the definitions of, and methodologies for, Research by Design. Drawing on existing

---

literature, it contrasts proposed concepts and frameworks, examines education practices, and develops an agenda for Research by Design teaching in Urban Design.
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